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ABSTRACT
Reported in this paper are the development and testing of the
television optical system for Mariner IV. System performance under
simulated conditions of launch and space environment are described.
Analyses of the specific capability requirements and of the design
considerations for such a system are included. Also discussed are the
special problems of the filter-shutter mechanism, the selection of lubri-
cants, and the use of nonmetallic materials for certain parts in the
system. Expected results of the photographic mission are defined.
h INTRODUCTION: MISSION PROFILE
The prime objective of tile Mariner IV flight to Mars is November 28, 1964. Duration of flight to the Mars-
to obtain close-up television pictures of the surface of tile spacecraft encounter will be almost 8 months; the en-
planet Mars, then to transmit these pictures back to Earth counter is scheduled to occur at approximately zero hours
after the spacecraft has flown behind the red planet a.d Greenwich Mean Time on July 15, 1965. As many as
has re-e.st_blished teleran'try communication with Earth. 22 television photographs will be taken during the 25 min
in which tLe camera is to scan the plant:tary surface from
Launch operations of Mariner IV took place on _he sunlit limb to the darkened sunset terminator.
° II. DESIGN AND TEST CONSIDERATIONS
; A. ExperimentImaging Requirements signedtoproduce5-kmresolutionata rangeof 19,000kin.
To advance the state of knowledge about Mars sig- Subsequeat redefinition of the flight mission will now
nificantly, the surface resolutio, recorded by a Mars fly- permit the camera to photograph the Martian surface at
by television experiment should be at least one order of a minimum distance of 11,000 km. This capability will
magnitude better than that obtainable from Earth. This produce a surface resolution of approximately 2.8 krn.
criterion dictates that the system design should be such
as to yield a surface-resolution capability of approxi- The camera is mounted on an instrument platform
mately 5 km or better. Originally, the camera was de- which rotates -bout a single axis through the spacecraft
i i i i i H i i ,
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roll axis. Once the planet has come into view, _,n optical through the use of low-emissivity gold-plated external
" notary scanner will lock the platform on tile proper surfaces.
tl,,ck across the planet. To eJ,sure that the camera will
then be pointing toward the proper place on the planet, Micrometeorite protection was afforded the optical
it is necessary for the camera alignment to be known and system during the first third of th6 flight path by a fold-
that it remain fixed with respect to the instrument plat- away co_ er over the i,,strument platform. This cover was
form. The tolerance on the alignment of the camera line opened on February 10, 1965, for the purpose of increas-
er sight with respect to the platform was set at ___0.1de__ ing the overall spacecraft reliability at encounter. Once
it is open, the cover cannot be re-closed.
An exposure time of 200 msec can be accommodated
by the camera without i,troducing objectionable image To determine whether or not the camera design incor-
smear as a result of the velocity of the spacecraft relative porated sufficient design margins to withstand the me-
to the planetary surface. It is desirable to use long expo- chanical loadings that occur during launch operations, a
sure times to facilitate taking photoglaphs in the termi- flight-configuration test camera was subjected to the
nator regions where shadow detail may yield clues to mechanical tests listed in Table 2. These tests were con-
thc roughness of the Martian surface. Estimates of the ducted along three orthogonal mechanical axes, one of
surface brightness in the terminator regions led to the which is parallel to the thrust axis of the Atlas-Agenda
selection of f/8 as a suitable lens speed for use with booster system. Also listed in the Table are two space-
the vidicon tube developed for the camera, environmental tests that were performed to obtain a
knowledge of the camera survivability and operation
The Martian surface is to be photographed in two under possible flight-temperature extremes.
colors through the use of color filters. One of the color
bandpasses peaks at 5400 A, the other at 6000 A. Radia- Table 2. Mechanical design verification tests
tion below 5000 A is excluded from the camera to ensure
penetration of the Martian atmosphere. The long- Test g level0 Frequency Duration, Tests/axis
wavelength sensitivity of the cainera tube falls to zero rms range,cps sec
at 6700 A. Shock 200 --. 0.0007 5shocks(risedine)
Vibration 20 55-70 5.2 2sweepson
The imaging requirements are summarized in Table 1. 30 70-10o z.9 thru,t_xl,
12 55-100 13.1 2sweepson
2 lateral
Table 1. Experiment imaging requirements axes
14 Noise !8 2bursts
Item Requirement 5 Noise
• 2 15-40 600 2sweeps
Camerasystemresolution $kmat19,000kmrange---0.9arcrain 9 40-2000 concurrent
Opticalsystemresolution 0.2arcrain withnoise
(lowcontrast) Staticaccel- --.+14 -- 300 1eachdiroc-
Line-of-,_;ghtalignment -----0.1deg oration tlonalong
Opticalaxisalignmentto "+-0.1deg axis
mechanicalaxis
Exposuretime 0.200secmax Temperature,oC Time Pressure,torr
Relativeaperture f/S Thermal _TS(begin) 2hr 10-4
Spectralresponse Twospe:tralwindowsinthevisible shock --46 (end)
I rangeaboveS000_ Thermal --40 4hr 104
' vacuum "_"SO 12days 10"4
B. The Space Environment
The space environment for the camera w_ll be rela- C. Cassegrainion Telescope
tively comfortable except for vacuum which may go as 1. Optical Design Factors
low as 10-_'j torr. Anticipated temperatures are in the The Cassegrainian-type system was chosen for the
range of 5 to -12°C, the colder temperatures occurring television camera on the basis of the following char-
at the time of planetary encounter. The camera is
mounted on the side of the spacecraft away .¢rom the acteristics:
Sun and, consequently, is protected from solar radiation. 1. The Cassegrainian system has adequate speed and
Passive thermal control is provided for the optical system field coverage to meet the imaging requirements.
2 ..........
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2. The Cassegrainian system is inh'erently lightweight
in design with mass concentration near the focal
plane. The latter feature greatly facilitates mount-
ing the camera to the spacecraft.
3. The Cassegrainian system has a minimum s-lscepti-
bility to the space environment. It is immunO to
radiation damage and to temperature influences on
refractive index. If used in a closed-tube version, its
accet)tance angle to micrometeorites is relatively
small.
To achieve the required ground resolution with a
_idicon _can density of 200 lines/0.22 in., a focal length
of ]1..7 ill. is required by straightforward computation.
For conveuience, the focal length of the actual optical
system has been rounded off to 12 in. The field of view
is 1.05 deg square.
The relative aperture is an effective f/8. That is, the
speed is f/8 after subtracting the loss due to the sec- Fig. 2. Four views of ¢1 prototype _,gltica[ system
oedary mirror occuhation. The geometric speed is
approximately f/7.
The beryllium mirrors were machined as closely "-
possible to the right curvature, ground slightly, then
2. Mechanical Design and Materials coated with electroless nickel to a thickness of sever,'1. '
The mechanical design is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The thousandths of an inch before final grinding and polish-
optical system and the filter-shutter mechanism are all ing. After the final figure was obtained, the minors were
housed in a gold-plated beryllium-copper stepped cylin- aluminized and coated with silicon monoxide.
der of 0.040-in. wall thickness. Although somewhat
heavy, beryllium copper was chosen for the telescope Characteristic of conventiorL_.! Cassegrainian optical:
tube structure because of its high thermal conductivity systems undergoing vibration tests is that at the proper,
and its close match to the thermal expansion coefficient resonant frequency the secondary mirror support system
of the beryllium metal used in manufacturing the mirrors, will exhibit a violent rotational mode. This mode can F
Pure beryllium, although very light in weight, was not suppressed effectively through the use of nonradial sec-_
: used in the tube structure because of its inherent ondary mirror support vanes, as are shown in Fig. 2.
brittleness.
_, 3. Thermal Design
: In order to keep the telescope from defocusiPg durin b
large temperature excursions, advantage is taken of the
FRoNTCASSEGRAINIAN "_ lOBO in
OPTICALSYSTEM_ fact that a Cassegrainian system, if made completely of,
materials having the same coefficient of thermal exp_n-
_i_n._ i ____ _ pV_!T_!_:F:EB: sion and if not allowed to develop temperature gradient:
_ within itself, will merely scale itself, optically and me-i
4. ) chanically, with changes in temperature. As mentione,
_ _ "I_ //_ ' previ°usly' the telesc°pe mirr°rs and the telesc°pe t-_- -structure are made of materials having approximately th L
CAGEAND / / / / , same thermal expansion coefficient. These materials ___
LIGHTSHIELD"J / / / have high thermal conductivity, which limits tempera-
SECRON::::LM_?TO;HI--/EJ ture gradients within the optical system to a value ofLD --MOUNTILIGFLANGE approximately 2°C during adverse operating conditions.
PRIMARYMIRROR-/ -SHUTTERLNDFILTERS The use of low-emissivity polished gold p!ate on t_z"
Fig. 1. Components of t_tevJdlcon camera head exterior surfaces of the telescope tube further aids i-
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minimizing temperature gradients by minimizing radiant- Slight chipping had oc¢'urred at the edges of the filter
heat loss at the exterior surface of the telescope tube. glass.
The calculated focal-shift rate due to the slight mis- During the thermal-vacuum test, tile camera was oper.
match in thermal expansion coefficient between beryllium ated continuously for a period in excess of 12 days at a
and beryllium copper is 0.015 in./1009C temperature pressure of approximately lff '_ torr. "he temperature
. change. Since we anticipate a deep-space camera operat- was -40°C for 4 hr, and was then " .,_h" up to 50°C
ing temperature of -- 12eC, we expect the focus to change for 12 days. No operational diflqcul_ e encountered
only 0.005 in. from the best focal position establishod under this environment.
in the laboratory at room temperature. ",'his focal excur-
sion is significantly smaller than the 0.022-in. depth of The design verification tests listed ir_ Table 2 were
focus of the camera system. Hence, it is safe to focus the intend_ :1 to test fligl',t-type equipment to levels greater
telescope in the laboratory at room temperature for than those anticipated in the actual flight mission. The
camera checkout purposes without concern for refocusing exception to this is the vacuum level which is anticipated
for the space environment. Since the optical system is to be in the order of 10-_; torr in interplanetary space and
: a reflecting system, there is no focal shift due to oper- which cannot be readily attained in test chambers. Ex-
• ating in a vacuum, cept for being exposed to the temperature range which
was extended to both hotter and colder temperatures
4. Pedormance than anticipated during Light, equipment built for actual
flight operations was tested to less stringent levels than
Two prototype optical systems were built-one for those given in Table 2. On all flight cameras, it was
i optical performance checks, and one for mechanical test- observed that focus of the complete camera system was
ing. One of the prototype systems is shown in Fig. 2, The maintained while the camera head (optics, vidicon tube,
configuration of the flight-qualified telescopes was iden- preamplifier, and oscillator) went through a temperature
tical to that of the prototype system with the exception excursi_ n from -30 to  50°Cin vacuum during a 4-hr
of a slight change il, the three-eared mounting flange in period. This is not to say that the optical systems main-
the flight version. The protot_-pe optical system built for tained a 54-line-pair/mm resolution during the whole
optical performance checks yielded a resolution of 87 temper_'t.-,, r'_'_",,_ but that the resolution of thef 13 •
line-pairs/mm across a total field of view of 1.5 deg whe9 t_]evL_io_-camera syste'.rl did l_ot degrade. The system res-
viewing NBS 1952 low-contrast resolution targets. The olution, _vJt_, Kell effect considered, is 13 line-pairs/mm.
prototype optical system built for mechanical testing was
equipped with unaligned spherical mirrors. Nevertheless,
it was found to yield a low-contrast resolution of 60 line. D. Fi|ter-Shuffer Mechanism Development
pairs/mm across a 1.5-deg field of view. The fiw_'pro-
duction optical systems, which were constructed _or The design and test;_ng of the Mm'i,mr IV optical sys-
flight operations, were fabricated and tested to a tow- tern was more of a rnechanical-engi,:_.,_r!ng problem than
contrast resolution of 54 line-pairs/mm, inasmuch a._ it an opt.cal problem. The part of the ': tical system that
did not seem _ece,_.,ary to specify an 80-line-pair/ram presented the greatest engineering , hallenge was the Jill'
optical system for an 18-line-pair/ram vidicon tube. filter-shutter mechanism. Irasm '_ '. ,_._ the experiment
planning required that picturt_: b,. _a_:en through the
The prototype optical systems were subjected to the _;re_o and ora,lge filters, ,_ltc, _ _, iy, and since space
severe mechanical levels specified in Table 2. After veri- awdlable in the optical sv_t,t,_ ..,,..,_at a premium, it was
fying that the optical system could withstand the me- decide_t th'.,.t the operatio,._ ,_t ,,_,uttering the camera and
chanical environment, it was tested again in cov.iunction changing filters should bc ,.,, i,bined into a single mech-
with the remainder of the television camera. The camera anism, hereafter called lh_. shutter.
was not operated du_ing the environmental tests listed in
Table 2 except during the thermal-vacuum test, but it 1. Basic Problems
was operationally checked before and after each type of
test to determine the effects of the test on the camera. The basic problems i_wolved in operating a shutter in
Fhe optical systems survived all of the tests in operable deep space are lubrication under high-vacuum conditions
condition without the need for refocusing or realigning, and the prevention of vacuum coldwelding of atomically
As a result of the testing, however, minor changes were clean metal surfaces. These problems could be circum-
'made in the design of the clae,ps holding the filters, vented by hermetically sealing the shutter. However,
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such sealing would infroduce two windows into the LOCKEDPOSITION COCKEDPOCITIOI_
optical path with their attendant glass-to-metal sealing ROTATIONFSOLENOID
SWITCHES/ /-SOLENOID ACTI IAIES LINK "
requirements and would make access to the shutter ./t-"¢-'_-_ I -_',
mechanism for testing and inspection rather difficult. /t_C) (0°(_..CONNECTING _(
Furthermore, there is always the danger that the seal /;_ "_,q_..._,_-o)_¢/_ LINK
might not hold the required internal pressure for the
complete 8-montl right period. It was finally decided to
make a dilcct attack on the basic. £roblems of lubrication
and coldweld in space and to develop an unsealed shut-
ter for Mariner IV. !
PIN ON/ \_-SHUTTER UNLOCKS SHUTTER_
2. Shutter Design and Functions HUB J' WHEEL WHEEL, ENGAGES \NEXT PIN
" A general view of the shutter is shown in Fig. 3. The
ligl'," path is through the aperture in the shutter front Fig. 4. Di*,grom snowing shutter action __
' plate, through a glass filter in the filter wheel, and thence
, through an aperture in the shutter rear plate. The shutter solenoid ad,. ances a connecting link so that it simulta-
is used as a focal-plane shutter, the vidicon tube being neously unlocks the shutter wheel and engages the next
located immediately behind the shutter rear plate. T._,e pin on the wheel hub. When _e cu;rent pulse is ter- =
i sturdy design of the shutter, which is consis+ent with the minored, the internal solenoid-_'eturn spring returns the
vibration levels anhcipated during launch operations, is solenoid and connecting link to their original orientations,
apparent in the photograph. (The shutter is shown in the advancir, g the filter wheel 45 deg in the process. The
i closed position.) shutter would now be iT, the open position. A second
current pulse (and cockin_ operation) is required to
advance the shutter once again to the closed position. __
,i,'_ .--ca,,..;:. _t,.',' .' .,.. . . ' •.......... , ..,.. - • , .'
., , ,. ;. _ _ ,:. .., - _ : . /...,,.._ .._... : ..:. ,.I_,_,., ,. '_'_',7.'.' ;_ _ : _,.a,,_,,:"..,-
•_ __L_....;":,:,,.')..t:::._2_-_e.-: ,_.;&-:-:'-- Two small electric switches, wired in parallel for
. "; . _ _.:- :x;.t '.*.,,,_,.".... _,_.,__:.._ _ ,-_--_
._ __. .._ _,.::_. redundancy, are actuated by a cam-follower arm which
_y_ _.3_;:a_'.... "--_. .............. follows the cam surface on the shaft of tl_e filter wheel.
._ _ " _'. ¢ ,.._;_vS; t'..,',_ The primary function of these two switches is to provide
.g..z,, . .. • • ° _'1_,_::_.::_-:_,.-::_:_,- : information, which will be telemetered to Earth, to give
,._! ._ _,.__ ,_., _--_-_ the position of the filter wheel at each camera exposure
- _ _ .... ,-e--_-_<_ and, thus, to indicate the color of the filter through which
,_._, .;- . - . : _ exposme was importav_
the made. A second function of
_,- _ the switches is to provide the same information to the
..... • - "- " .... _"-. camera-shutter logic circuit fm the purpose of electro-
_" ' _ " : _ mechanically synchronizing the shutter action during the --
. r31t. - "
" • • " ,_ _.-- warm-up time and for resynchronizing the action, "e. , , _. _ camera
•,. ' ._ _F._y,_'_ _" - in case the shutter cycle should be upset by a spurious- _ pulse to the solenoid. The electrical _unction o} the
_____:_____ _._ switches is to change the filter t._lemetry signal from a 0
_'_.'_._,_ _ to a I condition and back to 0 again as, first, the green
; Fig. 3. Flight configuration of the filter-shutter and, then the orange filter is placed into the optical path.
":_ (See Fig. 5.) The switches are interrogated only between :
exposures, at which time the 1 condition in0icates that _'--
: fhe actuation cycle of the shutter may be seen in Fig. 4. a green picture has just been photograpi,ed and the 0
On the left side of the Figure the shutter is shown in the condition indicates that an orange picture was most
-_, quiescent, or locked, conditiun. The condition may occur recently exposed.
in either the open- or closed.shutter position, since the
filter wheel rotates only 45 deg per actuation and is The shutter is lubricated by the use of dry-film lubri-
always locked when not in the process of actuation. A cation, techniques. All bushings, with the exception of the
.. curren_ pulse to the rotary solenoid cocks the shutter as main solenoid shaft bushing and the solenoid-power take-
shown in the right-hand side of Fig. 4. Rotation of the off shaft bushing, ar,. -namffac_,,red frorr, undyed Teflon,
ii i i i i i ' ' ' ....................... _ jiiil.i
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SOLENOID _._G2 seeEXPOSURE TIME components containing Teflon-insulated wire and Nyla-
_ tron were given a vacuum bakeout to drive off possibleCOIL PULSE _-48-sec INTERVAL-,_--_ -_ _- 0 025 sec
volatile materials.
n r, U L_L0 __J L___J L
A great deal of mechanical wear is e.'rperieneed by the
GREEN ORANGE GREEN shutter mechanism before launch time. Component test°
OPE_¢_ /-----'_SHUTTER i I [-'--_1 ing, camera testing and calibration, and finally, spacecraft-
systems testing account for roughly 7000 exposure c_'cles
'TIO' ! I I i L -CLOSE-_j ' Of the shutter before space flight is attempted. As tile
wear life o: MoS: dry-film lubricant proved somewhat
! /[_/. _ i-- limitPd, it was decided to replace the solenoids and con-e . nectng links near the end of the testing period to emureFILTER / a film thickness suRicient to prevent co!dweld during
"_FMETRY /
"- ICONDITION INDICATES _ 0 CONDITIONINDICATES shu_er operation especially during the critical time whenSIGNAL GREEN PICTURE JUST ORANGEPICTURE WAS
PHOTOGRAPHED LASTEXPOSED the st_acecraft is in the vicindy of Mars. The rep!acement
of components was made approximately 1500 exposureFig.5. Timingsequenceof shutter-filteraction
and telemetry c-yc_esbefore the end of testing operations. Thus, the new
components were given the opportunity" to wear in prop-
erlv _ _nd to demonstrate at ;east a limited degree of
which presides a low coefficient of friction with no individual-coniponent reFabili%" before the camera was
apparent possibility"of coldwelding to the rotating shafts, committed to space.
The latch-arm sleeves (which leek the shutter wheel in
position), the soienoid-poiver take-off bushing, and the 3. Shutter Requirements
cam-follower wheel are made of molybdenum disulphide The performance requirements imposed upon the shut-
impregnated Nylon (Nylatron). This material provides a ter design are as follows:
certain amount of lubrication through the impregnated
MoS:; however, its main value here is that it provides a 1. The range of exposure times shall be from 80 to
fairly hard nonmetallic substance to separate metallic 500 msee.
components which, otherwise, might co!dwdd under high- "2.The variation of exposure time across the focal plane
vacuum conditions. The eonnec_.'ng link, the fiiter-wh_l shall not be greater than 10g.
hub pins, and the shutter springs are all dry'-film lubri- 3. The exposure time shall be repeatable to 10g for a
cated with MoS2;.na sodium silicate binder. The sLrength given pulse-time spacing.
of this dr)"film is sufficient to prevent sliding metal parts
4. The repetition rate of the shutter shall be 1 exposure/from coming into clean metal-to-metal contact for many
thousands of cycles of shutter operation and, hence, the 48 see.
dry film serves as a coldweid preven_tivc, as well as a 5. It shall be possible and convenient to maintain the
lubricant. It is preferable to have space-environment- shutter completely open across the 0.22-in.-square
stable plastics (such as Teflon and Nylatron) separating format of the rid,con tube for focusing and for
metal moving parts; however, in applications where these optical alignment.
plastics do not have su_eient rigidity- or strength, the 6. The shutter shall operate from 50.-v. 30-w pulses of
dry-film lubricant mentioned above can serve as a cold- approximately 25-msee duration.
weld preventative of somewhat limited life. The solenoid
is lubricated entirely by use of the MoS, in sodimn silicate To minimize optical aperture and weight, a rather long
binder technique, exposure time (200 msec) was planned for the photo-
graphic mission. The camera has automatic exposure con-
The problem of outgassing in a space-vacuum environ- trol to the extent that if the integrated video signal
ment is critical in space-optical systems, where outgassing exceeds a [reset level, the shutter control circuit changes
products might reconde,,se o- optical sm'faces or tFe the exposure time from 200 to 80 msee. This process is
vidieon faceplate and cause diffusion or absorption of reversible, so that the camera can again go back to the
image-ft,:ming light. Careful screening of materials to be
used in shutt(r construction was made on the basis of 'Dry-film lub_cationusing MoS,worksmost efficiently afterbe-
possible o,ltgassing products. In addition, all shutter comingbundshedthro.gL wear-in.
1965019536-011
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longer exposure time as the Martian term, is ap- An extra shutter was fabricated solely ior the purlxDse
proached. The 48-se_ repetition rate of the shutter applies of condu ring shutter life-expectancy te_ng. This shutter
only to camera Olx:ration.During testing of the shutter as was operated 154,000 exposures before termination of the
: a component, repetition rates of from 3 tc 4 see were used tests; however, several different types of solenoids and
' to conserve testing time. connecting links were used daring the Iffe-te_t program.
The final flight-version soler,o._dswere not available fcr
4. Shutter Testing testing until after 13&000 exposures had been aecumu-
A!I shutters built for flight use were subjected to pre- iated on the life-test shutter. As a result of the life test
acceptance tests to determine whether or not they would and supplementary solenoid testing, it was dcterrained
meet the performance requirements listed above. The five that the solenoid is the component that me'st limits the
flight shutters were capable of operation under ambient shutter life. The life expectancy of the shutter is estimated
laboratory conditions using pulse levels as low as 37"v. to he of the order of 16,000 exposures.
When energized with the specified 50-v pulses, the shut-
ters operated without loss of synchronization at exposure On February 10, 19£5, after Mariner I'V had been in
times as short as 69 msee. The repeatability of exposure space for 75 days, a portion of the .Mars-encounter phcto-
times at a 200-msee nominal exposure was 4._ or better graphic sequence was performed. Te!emctry received
for the various shutters. The uniformly- of exposure _ne from the spacecraft showed that the shutter operated
_eross the focal plane was 15 or better for a "200-reset properly.
exposure and .'_ or better for a 100-msee exposure.
At a temperature of -40°C in vacuum, txvo of the E. System Weights
flight shutters showed approximately 20'/ v_'/ation in The optical _-stem. minus the shutter, weighs 0.90 Ib;
exposure l_naeswhen working in the exposure-time range the shutter weighs an edditignal 0.35 lb. Considered part
of 70 to 80 reset. However, these shutters did not lose of the optical system, the adapter ring (by which tl-.e
synchronization with the open and close pulses. At high television camera is bolted to the space_raft scanning
temperatures (50_C in vacuum and 80°C in air), all the platform ) adds 0.2"_lb and brings the total optical-._,stem
shutters operated in a normal manner, package weight up to 1.47 lb.
t
III. EXPECTED PERFORMANCE OF MARINER IV OPTICAL SYSTEM
The Mariner IV trajectory calculations indicate that The camera will photograph the surface every 48 see;
• the camera will be at a slant range of approximately however, every third photograph will not be transmitted
16,000 km from the Martian surface when the first televi- to Earth. This sequencing will result in the photogranhs
sion photograph is recorded and approximately 11,000 km being clustered in groups of two. Consecutive ph.oto-
when the television camera line of sight crosses the graphs i-, each group will be made through different
• terminator of Mars at the end of the photographic ntis- color channels determined by spectral response of
sion. At the ll,000-1an range, the field of view will be the vidicon tube and the transm on characteristics of
•_ _g km square (neglecting some foreshortening). Since Schott glass filters._ Figure. 6 shows the vidicon spectral
" the camera makes use of a 200-1ine scan raster, one tele- response m_d the two color channels which result from
: vision line will correspond to 1.0 kin at the planetary the product of the spectral response and the transmission
surface. Since it takes a minimum of two scan lir,es for of the filter glasses listed in the Figm'e. It is seen that the
resolution of image detail, the maximum optical resolu- system response through the green channel is somewhat
tion is £.0 km. The probable resolution defined by the
Kell effect is 2.8 kin, This is a factor of _ times better
'Eachgreenfilterisa combinationof a3-ramth/ckBG-18glassplus
than the resolution obtained from Earth-bound telescopes, a l-ramthickOG-4glass.The orangefiltersare4-ramOC,-3glass.
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Fig. 6. Television camera spectral response
than through the orange channel. This situation ""__"_..-:.-a_- °-'_ :
greater
compensates, to a degree, for the fact that Mars reflects
more orange light than green. Overlap of co_secut:;o ",
fields of view is s-oh that appro:dmately 15g of the are_ .....
photographed _,u be seen through both of the color Fig, 7. Martian area I_ be photographed
channels. This will aid in gross color identification of the
larger surface features.
portion of the desert Amazonis. The line of sight (approxi-
The path which will be traced by the camera across the mated by the hvo parallel white lines) will then trace
surface of Mars is shown 3 in Fig. 7. The initial photo- south across the desert, crossing Mare Sirenum in the
graphie contact will be established in the northern southern hemispl ere as the trace becomes parallel with
the equator. The photographic mission wiU conclude at
Tl'he planet is shown _n the usual astronomical orientation, i.e., the terminator, where day becomes night on the Martian
south pole is up. surface.
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